GVR Forum Club
Wednesdays, 9:00 to 10:00
Desert Hills Social Center
Dues: $2.00 per year
No need for ticket or reservation.
Bring your GVR card and sign in at the door.
Weekly presentations that are mind-expanding, informative and challenging
10/2/2019

San Xavier Mission, History and Restoration

Craig Reid will talk about current restoration efforts, show some slides of before and after on some big art
projects, talk a little about the seasonal displays for Christmas that will be coming up and be far enough in front
for the Christmas concerts that people could still get tickets. Craig Reid will talk about current restoration
efforts, show some slides of before and after on some big art projects, talk a little about the seasonal displays
for Christmas that will be coming up and be far enough in front for the Christmas concerts that people cold still
get tickets.
10/9/2019

Old West; Wyatt Earp, Tombstone and related subjects

Scott will tell stories of interviews with Angie Dickinson, Lee Marvin's widow, a Masters champion, etc along
with border sheriffs, bronc riders, beauty queens, and war heroes.
10/16/2019

Depression Era Photography

During the Great Depression, the Farm Service Administration sent photographers into the country to show the
plight of people affected by the negative aspects of unemployment, bank closures and escaping the Dust Bowl.
The photographers travelled to the Deep South, West Virginia, Arkansas, Oklahoma and California and other
locations to tell the story of humanity during that difficult time. The photographs also showed pride, dignity
and hope.
10/23/2019

Asian Sage: Confucius

The one name associated with Chinese culture is Confucius. Most know of him as a figure who combined
religious inspiration and insight into the human condition. This presentation will look at Confucius’ insights
regarding political reform.
10/30/2019

Are Newspapers History?

A recent study showed about 1,800 U.S. newspapers have closed since 2004. Blame the internet, blame readers,
blame advertisers. There's plenty to go around. But not everybody is wringing their hands over the challenges
the industry is facing. Some journalists are working hard to address them and come back stronger. Dan Shearer
is editor of the Green Valley News and Sahuarita Sun and also is editorial director for parent company Wick

Communications' 30 newspapers in 11 states. In that role he comes alongside editors to build stronger, more
relevant newspapers.

